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Assembly
Session from
tomorrow
IT News
Imphal, Feb 2:
12th Session of the Eleventh Manipur Legislative
Assembly will begin from
tomorrow at 11.00 AM. The
session will begin with the
address of the Governor of
Manipur Dr. Najma
Heptulla.
The session will have
13 sitting and will conclude
on February 22.

CBSE Board Class
10, 12 Exam
schedule, syllabus,
paper pattern to be
released
Agency
New Delhi, Feb 2:
The Central Board of
Seconda ry
Educat ion
(CBSE) will release the
datesheet of classes 10
and 12 examinations today.
The exams is scheduled to
be held from May 4 to June
10, Education Minis ter
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank
said earlier. The datesheet
will be available at
cbse.nic.in.
The exam will be held in
the offline written mode
and paper will contain 33
per cent internal choice
questions. The syllabus of
the exam has also been reduced to 30 per cent. The
schools will conduct the
practical exams from March
1. However, there could be
an alternative to practical
exams if the schools could
not able to conduct it owing to t he pandem ic,
Nishank said.
The exams will be held
following the COVID-19
pandemic protocols, wearing face mask, carrying
hand sanitisers will be a
must and social distancing
will be maintained.

AR apprehends
PLA insurgent
IT News
Imphal, Feb 2:
On yesterday, troops of
Thoubal Battalion under the
aegis of IGAR (South) apprehended an insurgent of
proscribed group PLA from
Andro
Khuman
Nungyungbi Leikai in Imphal
East District of Manipur.
Acting on specific intelligence, an operation was
launched by the troops of
Thoubal Battalion which led
to the apprehension of the
insurgent. The insurgent
was identified as Self Styled
Private
Chingakham
Premchand Singh @ Poirei,
resident of Andro Khuman
Nungyungbi Leikai, Imphal
East district.
The apprehended insurgent was handed over to
Andro Police Station for further investigation.
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China ‘notes’ Myanmar coup, 6 BJP workers along with 200 others
hopes for stability
of Nungba AC joins Congress
Courtesy Reuters
Beijing, Feb 2:
China said on Monday it
had “noted” the military coup
in Myanmar and hoped that
all sides could properly manage their differences under
the constitution and uphold
stability.
“We have noted what has
happened in Myanmar and
are in the process of further
understanding the situation,”
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Wang Wenbin told a daily
news briefing in Beijing.
“China is a friendly
neighbour of Myanmar ’s.
We hope that all sides in
Myanmar can appropriately
handle their differences under the constitution and legal framework and safeguard

political and social stability,”
he added.
Last month the Chinese
government’s top diplomat,
Wang Yi, met military chief
Min Aung Hlaing, who has
now assumed power, during
a visit to Myanmar.
Asked whether Myanmar
had hinted there could be a
coup during Wang Yi’s visit,
or whether China would condemn the coup, spokesman
Wang reiterated his previous
statement.
China has long played an
important role in the former
Burma, standing by the country during its previous time as
a military dictatorship, but
also working closely with
Aung San Suu Kyi when she
became leader.
Nobel laureate Suu Kyi

has been detained along with
other leaders of her National
League for Democracy (NLD)
party in early morning raids.
China has strategic economic interests in Myanmar,
with major oil and gas pipelines running through the
country.
China is also pushing the
China-Myanmar Economic
Corridor, a network - some of
it existing and some planned
- of tr ansport and ot her
projects passing through areas where ethnic minority
factions often battle each
other and government
forces.
Fighting in northeastern
Myanmar sometimes sends
refugees fleeing over the border into China, to Beijing’s
anger.

A letdown like never before: P
Chidambaram on Budget 2021

Agency
New Delhi, Feb 2:
Recalling that the finance
minister had promised a “budget like never before”, her predecessor P Chidambaram
dubbed the budget as “a letdown like never before” and
claimed it would “unravel
sooner than you think”. Presenting Congress’ critique of
the budget, he also kept the
government guessing on his

party’s floor strategy on the
government resolve to amend
the Insurance Act, 1938, to
enhance FDI limit in insurance
to 74% and on the move to sell
one of the insurance companies. However, Chidambaram
recalled how BJP had in 1997
forced the Gujral government
to withdraw a proposal to have
20% FDI in insurance. “Let us
see how the people of India,
and employees of insurance
companies react to the pro-

posal,” he said. He also
strongly opposed the move
sell public sector banks.
Chidambaram and ex-defence minister AK Antony accused the government of failing
to enhance budgetary allocation
for defence despite the Chinese
threat on the border. “She did
not mention defence at all, as if
the Chinese had vacated occupied Indian territory. She did not
mention that defence expenditure in 2021-22 will see no rise. It
is flat at Rs 3,47,088 crore, almost
the same as the Rs 3,43,822 crore
in the current year.”
Speaking
separately,
Antony said: “The entire
armed forced were seeking a
substantial increase in the defence budget in view of the
alarming scene at the Sino-Indian border due to the threat
of Chinese intrusion from
Arunachal Pradesh to Sikkim
to eastern Ladakh to
Uttarakhand. We have been
seeking 3% of GDP as budget
allocation. But the actual budget allocation for defence has
turned out to be a betrayal. I
urge the FM to reconsider the
decision and make a substantial allocation for defence.”

Govindas hits hard to BJP’s propaganda of
Hill and Plains relationships

IT News
Imphal, Feb 2:
After almost three and half
years, the Manipur Pradesh
Congress Committee (MPCC)
has started hitting hard to
both BJP led government at
the Center as well as at the
state. Newly appointed president of the MPCC Govindas
Konthoujam after staging a
serious demonstration in the
close proximity of Raj Bhavan
against the 3 contentious farm
Bills on Jan 15, has felicitated
6 hard core workers of the BJP
from Noney Assembly Constituency giving a blow to the
state BJP propaganda on Hill
and Plain peoples’ relationship. 200 other members from
the said constituency have
also reportedly joined the
party but were not attended
due to the present SOPs due

The farmers protesting at
Delhi border demanding repeal
of three farm acts are planning to block all national and
state highways between 12 pm
and 3 pm on 6 February, Saturday, as they conduct a countrywide agitation.
Farmer leader Balbir Singh
Rajewal said on Monday that
there will be a country-wide
agitation and the roads will be
blocked, in response to
internet shutdowns in areas
around the protest sites and
farmers being ignored in the
Union Budget that was announced on Monday.
Representatives of the

protesting farmers’ unions expressed their anger and said
that the budget fails to address
their concerns, with no mention of raising incomes or generating jobs.
In Maharashtra, the farmers, especially from Nashik, are
expected to join the agitation.
An office bearer of All India
Kisan Sabha said that they are
with agitating farmers. Recently the farmers in large
number had joined a march
from Nashik to Mumbai.
The farmer leaders
criticised the current annual
budget. “Last year, budget allocation for the financial support extended through loans
to Food Corporation of India
for procurement at MSP

was Rs.1,36,600 crore. Less
than Rs.85,000 was spent. No
amount is allocated this year.
Such things make farmers
think that it’s a conspiracy to
shut FCI,” said Yogendra
Yadav of Swaraj India.
In her annual budget,
Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman presented
data on rising government
spending for purchasing
grains and pulses at support
prices, and promised to
strengthen the state-regulated
markets, or Agricultural Produce Market Committees
(APMCs), further. The Budget
promised to add 1,000 more
regulated markets to the electronic national agriculture
market, or e-NAM platform,

Gaikhangam, VP of MPCC
Bidyapati, Vice Chairman of
ADC Tamenglong SG Panmei,
Member Alar Thoitak, President of the District Congress
Committee Ph. Adai and vice
president Wilson Gangmei.
Among those 6 BJP leaders , who joined the Congress
party today are Kilongdi
Gonmei Chairman Khongsang
Village, who was the former
President of Rengpang ADC
Segment; Ningchuipou Kamei
, former Vice President of BJP
Booth Level Committee
Rengpang Village; Solomon
Kamei former active worker of
BJP Khongsang Village
Neilalung Golmei, Active BJP
Worker, Khongsang Village,
Poudonlung Kamei , active
BJP worker, Bwanruangh
Taudaizaeng Village and
Jathuanglung , active BJP
Worker Rengpang Village.

BFI President Ajay Singh has done great
job for Indian boxing: Mary Kom
IT News
New Delhi, Feb 2:
The six-time world champion boxer Mary Kom has recently joined national camp
and begun training for the final phase of comeback ahead
of the 2021 Tokyo Olympic

Farmers to block highways on Saturday
across the country
IT Correspondent
Mumbai, Feb 2:

to COVID-19 Pandemic.
“The BJP always spread
cheap propaganda on Hill-Valley relationships as if the Congress party does not have it
hard core member at Hill districts”, Govindas mock the
state BJP as he gave warmth
reception to the 6 former BJP
leaders and 200 others from
Nungba Assembly Constituency who had officially joined
the Congress party today.
“We (Congress) have already taken up many development works in both hill and
valley area and Congress party
had always believed in secularism, that is why after knowing the truth about BJP many
had started believing the ideology of the Congress Party
and started joining the party”,
Govindas said.
Today’s function was attended by CWC member

where 17 million Indian farmers have already been registered.
Sitharaman set the target of
agricultural credit to Rs.16.5 trillion ($225.74 billion) from Rs.15
trillion and said the government
would raise Rs.30,000 crore in
the next fiscal year with a new
tax to boost agricultural infrastructure.
The FM’s announcements
were focused to counter the
criticism that the three reform
laws passed by the BJP-led
government at the Centre will
weaken
state-regulated
mandis and lead to lower government purchase at MSP.
However, it did little to reassure the protesting farmers,
the leaders claimed.

Games. A seasoned campaigner, who has been part of
the Indian team and have seen
the progression of the sport
for close to two decades now,
spoke about progress of Indian boxing and credited Boxing Federation of India’s (BFI)
President Ajay Singh for Indian boxers’ unmatched performances at the global stage
in the recent years.
“Ajay Singh has stood by
all the players, their needs and
requirements. In my long stint
in boxing, he probably is the
only administrator who has
whole heartedly only thought
good for Indian boxing and the

boxers, right from the juniors
to the elites. Support like that
gets the best out of the players and you can see that from
the remarkable performances
boxers have produced in the
last four year,” Mary Kom said
on the sidelines of her training.
With consistent opportunities for boxers to excel in the
sport in the last four years,
including participation in
highest-ever 80 international
tournaments and exposure
trips, the Indian team has seen
rising in the Top-10 in the
world ranking and also ranked
third in Asia.

National Testing Agency to
conduct next UGC-NET
examination from May 2
Agency
New Delhi, Feb 2:
National Testing Agency
will conduct the next UGCNET examination for Junior
Research Fellowship and eligibility for Assistant Professor posts starting from 2nd
May. Education Minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank

said the test will be conducted on 2nd May, 3rd, 4th,
5th, 6th, 7th, 10th, 11th, 12th,
14th and 17th May this year.
The test will be conducted in
Computer Based Test mode
only. The candidates who
desire to appear for the examination have to apply online
between 2nd February to 2nd
March.
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Wetlands and Water vis-a -vis Wetlands in Manipur
Probable impacts in
India after Military
coup in Myanmar
Sudden changes in the administration of the neighbouring Myanmar,
after the Military seized power by declaring state of emergency for a year,
on February 1, by detaining NLD leader Aung San Suu Kyi and his team
should be a serious concern for India for two reasons – 1) the security
concerns and 2) the economic relationships.
The better the relationship between Myanmar, the more India can
resist any attempt to sabotage or foil any attempt from the Chinese aggression. It is a fact that Chinese government indirectly supports the
Military regime as the economic giant of the South and Far East Asia have
already established strong relationship with the Myanmar counterpart
during the Military Junta even after it renamed its government as State
Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) and the subsequent formation of the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). Chinese
authority’s moral support to the Military regime is an open secret and
nations across the world know it and India should perhaps be one country that should have more intelligence input in connection with the Chinese influence to Myanmar. This is being assumed as India’s progress or
development depends on the cordial relationships with neighbouring
countries. Already India’s souring relationship with Pakistan- another
neighbouring country in India’s northern block, as well as with that of
Bangladesh is not that satisfactory. Nepal’s position and its foreign policy
is slowly shifting towards China. It is at this juncture that India needs a
special strategy to make sure that the fertile relationship between India
and Myanmar continues. The question is whether the Military coup in
the neighbouring country will impact the relationship or not. This is presumed as India is a strong supporter of Democracy and played vital role
to the restoration of Democracy in 2016. India’s support to the pro-democracy after the 8888 uprising in Burma is known to Myanmar Military
authority and whether India’s same stand to the cause for restoration of
democracy in Myanmar continues that whether it will affect the relationship between the countries needs to be pondered upon.
Another factor is that, India has all set for penetrating its market to the
South East Asia by implementing the Act East Asia. Already there have
been questions from some scholars when India withdrew from the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). RCEP, as everyone
knows, is the instrument of China for growth of economy in the South and
Far East Asia. India as of now is no member of the RCEP. Even though
India managed to promote better relationship with Myanmar without being a member of RCEP, change of Military regime in Myanmar perhaps
may be a hurdle. Because India’s main counterpart is China and China’s
control over the Army regime may be a stumbling blockage to the initiative of the India government.
If this happens, the dream of Manipur to be benefitted from the ‘Act
East Policy’ may be a shattered dream.

‘Made in India’ Toys: A
Global Future
By Aarushi Aggarwal, Researcher at Invest India
Childhood games, tangible or invented, are crucial for a child’s cognitive development and early
socialisation. They allow children to
think outside the box, stoking their
creativity and imaginative capabilities. It is, therefore, no surprise (and
is indeed a welcome move) that the
New Education Policy, 2019 lays primary emphasis on toys for children.
Prime Minister Modi, too, has
emphasised the significance of toys
in his signature Mann Ki Baat radio
show while spearheading a push to
manufacture more toys domestically.
A renewed focus on toys
Nearly every state and region of
India can boast of its own indigenous toys that have been perfected
over generations. They typically
capitalise on the region’s advantage:
whether that lay in rich textiles, intricate woodwork or elaborate traditional pottery. In addition to being
extrapolated for modern toys, this
inherent capacity of India’s various
local economies has the potential to
be expanded onto a nation-wide
scale that can catapult India to a
leading global manufacturer and exporter of toys. Recognising this potential, the central government, in
consultation with 14 union ministries, has prepared a 17-point National Action Plan for Toys that will
include need-based interventions
for the development of the toys sector in 13 identified handicrafts toy
clusters.

The action plan also includes the
public procurement of indigenous
toys, promotes ‘Make in India’ and
indigenous toy clusters, drives consumer awareness campaigns, implements quality control, and fosters
investments in the industry. Under
this action plan, the textiles ministry
has also proposed a National Toy
Fair to be held between 27 February
and 2 March 2021.
The India advantage
The estimated value of the Indian toy industry is around USD 1
billion. This presents tremendous
manufacturing opportunities for
both local and global players. The
widespread availability of raw materials (plastics, paperboards and textiles
available at competitive prices; India
is the second largest producer of polyester and related fibers) plays to the
industry’s advantages by nullifying
the need for imports and, therefore,
reducing manufacturing costs. This is
crucial for the 4,000 manufacturers in
the sector, 75 per cent of whom are
micro units and 22 per cent are small
and medium enterprises.
Second, the large number of
manufacturers is testimony to
India’s widespread web of technical
know-how to manufacture toys on
a large scale. The in-built diversity
within the sector underscores India’s
capacity to become a viable alternative source for the global toy demand.
(contd on page 3)
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the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745 for any purpose.

By:Sanjenbam Jugeshwor Singh
Sr.Faculty, JCRE Global College, Babupara.
World Wetland Day is organized
every year on 2nd February to mark
the day that small group of Environmentalists signed an International
Agreement on this day at RAMSAR
Convention in Iran on the shore of
Caspian Sea in 1971. Established to
raise awareness about the value of
wetlands for humanity and the
Planet,WWD was celebrated for the
first time in 1997 and has grown since
then. Each year government agencies
and non-government organizations
and group of citizens at all levels of
the community have taken advantage
of the opportunity to undertake actions aimed at raising public awareness of the wetland values and benefits such as and benefits conservation. Some of these benefits includes
biologically diverse ecosystem that
provide habitat for many species
serve as buffer on the coast against
storms and flooding and naturally filter water by breaking down on transforming harmful pollutants. The
theme for World WetlandDay2021 is
“WETLAND and WATER”.
The 2021 theme shines a spotlight on wetlands as source of fresh
water and encouraged actions to restore them and stop their loss. We
are facing a growing freshwater crisis that threatens people and our
planet. We use more freshwater than
nature replenish and we are destroying the ecosystem that water and all
life depend on most-wetlands. Water and wetlands are connected in an
inseparable co-existence that is vital
to life, our wellbeing and health of
our planet. According to “The
Ramsar Convention” wetlands are
areas of marsh, fen, peat land or water, whether natural or artificial, permanent or temporary with water that
is static or flowing, fresh brackish or
salt, including areas of marine water,
the depth of which at low tide does
not exceed six meters. Fish ponds,
rice paddies, and depollution’s and
stabilization ponds and salt ponds
are human- made wetlands are vital
for human for other ecosystem and
for our climate providing essential
ecosystem services such as water
regulation, including flood control

and water purification. WetlandBiodiversity matters for our health,
our food supply, for tourism and jobs.
Wetlands also absorb carbon dioxide, so help slow global heating and
reduce pollution, hence have often
been referred to as the “KIDNEYS
OF THE EARTH”. Though, wetland
covers only around 6% of the earth’s
land surface, 40% of all plants and
animals species live or breed in wetlands. The worrying thing is that they
are disappearing three times faster
than forests, due to human activities
and global heating. Wetlands are fantastically valuable multifunctional
habits- they nurture a great diversity
of life, provide water and other resources, protect us from flooding and
act as great filters easing pollution.
The loss of wetlands due to development pressure has been enormous but
this ecosystem can be restored to generate benefits for people and naturalwetland form an important part of nature. But, nature is declining globally
at rates unprecedented in human history—and the rate of species extinction is accelerating with grave impacts
on people around the world now,
likely according to a landmark report
by “Intergovernmental Science-Policy
Platform “on Biodiversity and Ecosystem services.
The Manipur valley is located
as an in tramontane basin filled with
alluvium of fluvial – lacustrine origin
of Quaternary age in the IndoMyanmar range of North-east India.
The valley is confined between 24
degree 16 minutes and 25 degree 2
minutes North latitudes and 93 de-

gree 41 minutes and 94 degree 9
minute East longitudes ,covering an
area of approximately 1920 Sq.km with
a population of more than 2 million
people. This valley is mainly occupied by wetlands like ponds, swamps,
pale channels, lake, agricultural fields
and flood plains. Historically these
wetlands have been emotionally relating to cultural and ritual activities,
fortification and recreational activities since the beginning of the
Manipuri culture. Presently the wetlands are used for water supplies for
domestic consumption, irrigation, industrial purposes and fish production. The rapid urbanization, massive
increase in population, local climate
change cause significant diminishing
and shrinkage of these wetlands and
thus creating a cultural gap as the
ritual activities around these surface
water bodies are no more practiced.
Further mismanagement and negligence on the treatment of domestic
solid waste deteriorates the quality
of our water bodies. Artificial
eutrophication coupled with climate
changes, it reduces oxygen level and
increases acidic level in the wetlands
waters further worsen the quality
leading to the extinction of some fish
species from these waters. Therefore,
it is high time to avoid demolishing
these wetlands and rejuvenate them
to maintain the age old socio- cultural relationship it bears.
According to the recent survey conducted by the Remote Sensing Application Centers Government
of Manipur, there are 17 lakes and 2ox-bow lakes in the state of Manipur.

Largest number of lakes is in Imphal
and Thoubal Districts. However there
are also a number of smaller lakes
which are termed as Kom (pits).
About 134 water logged marshy and
swampy wetlands are in different districts. These areas are low lying situated either in the peripheral area or
vicinity of the lakes. Highest number
of water logged areas are recorded in
Imphal valley (69), followed by
Thoubal (40) and Bishnupur districts
(21). There are 2 man-made reservoirs,
one each in Senapati and
Tamenglong districts. The lakes in the
state are comparatively old with their
own distinct characteristic life-span,
topographical, physiological as well
as hydrologic features. These features have been closely related to the
evolving geo-physical features of the
state. In the state, there were about
500 lakes in the valley in the beginning of 20thCentury. They have been
reduced fast in the past few years
and as a result hardly 55 lakes were
found existing in the state by 1950s.
Loktak Lake is the most important
fresh water lake not only in the state
but also in the entire North-East India. But its fate is uncertain now as it
is the apple of thesaurus for political
leaders and for those who are pretend to save it. Other important existing lakes which are in the state of
extreme danger are IKOP, WAITHOU,
NGAKRAPAT and LOUSHIPAT.
These lakes remain threatened due
to artificial eutrophication and encroachment for cultivation and fish
farming. Highly degraded lakes in the
state are Kharungpat, Khoidumpat,
Pumlen pat, Sanapat, Yaralpat and
poiroupat
forgetting
about
Lamphelpat, Porompat and Akampat
which are no more a lake but still
Skelton of being one time a lake is
seen. So simply shouting at the public platform on this day with print and
electronic media coverage will not do
anything to save from this fiasco until
those who shouts are sincere and
honest enough else your shouting
may bring another epidemic like CORONA Virus in our holy land.
Writer can be reached
to:sjugeshwor7@gmail.com.

A Dream Budget that lays the path for not only immediate
post-Covid recovery but also high growth over the decade
An increase in the healthcare budget of 137%, increase in the budgeted
infrastructure spending by 32%,
which excludes the 2 lakh crores budgeted for states and autonomous
bodies, privatisation of two public
sector banks and an insurance company, a bad bank in the private sector
to clean up the balance sheets of the
banks, no increase in taxes combined
with significant streamlining of the tax
system, significantly enhanced fiscal
spending to further the economic recovery that is underway even while
providing a medium-term fiscal consolidation framework, including a plan
for monetisation of assets. After the
Pujarasque work done by the
Atmanirbhar Bharat packages 1-3,
which has ensured that India got
through the historical pandemic with
minimal damage and generated a Vshaped economic recovery, the Finance Minister played a Rishabh Pant
like knock on Monday as she delivered a budget that will be remembered
by history.
In an economy, the factor inputs
comprise of the soft and hard infrastructure, labour and capital. Traditionally, labour and capital are regarded
as the key factor inputs. However,
since the soft and hard infrastructure
increase the productivity of labour and
capital, for purposes of analysing the
budget, we can regard them both as
factor inputs as well. While the soft
infrastructure stems from human development, the hard infrastructure

By : Dr KV Subramanian, Chief Economic Advisor
comprises of the physical assets. been provided for roads and railways
Given the pandemic that has high- will especially enable better logistics
lighted the key role of health, it has infrastructure in the country and
become a critical element of soft infra- thereby reduce the costs of doing
structure. Similarly, the hard infrastruc- business for Indian companies. These
ture enables private investment and add to the several reforms that have
thereby accelerates the virtuous cycle been launched in Atmanirbhar Bharat
of investment, growth and consump- 1-3, including the labour reforms, the
tion. This year’s budget will be re- MSME definitional changes, the Progarded historic because it positively duction Linked Incentives scheme,
impacts each one of these factor in- and will enable the manufacturing secputs.
tor in the country. The bill that will
In India, an NIPFP study shows provide for the infrastructure financthat the fiscal multiplier from invest- ing corporation in public sector is inments in physical infrastructure has tended to enable the setting up of the
been very high – 2.5 in the year when infrastructure financing institutions in
the investment is made and 4.5 over a the private sector too, which will add
few years. Therefore, if we just con- financing options to the public spendsider the impact of the 5.54 lakh crores ing that has been provided.
allocated for the implementation of the
The impact of the gigantic inNational Infrastructure Pipeline, this crease in the healthcare spending
cumulates to 2.5% of GDP. Taking the would of course manifest over time.
multiplier of 2.5, 2.5% * 2.5 = 6.25% of But, the Rs. 35000 crores budgeted
GDP growth can be expected to stem for vaccination together with the
from the spending on the infrastruc- promise for providing all necessary
ture. This is above and beyond the amounts during the year acts as a
significant ramp up in the vaccine for the economy as well. The
Government’s capital expenditure impact of this will be felt in the consince the months of October this year, tact-sensitive service sectors, where
as a result of which the revised esti- pent up demand can be expected to
mate for the same would be 4.39 lakh come
back
with
a
crores instead of 4.2 lakh crores that vengeance.Therefore, this spending
was set out in the budget of FY 20. on vaccination will have its impact
This increase of 4.5% when compared this year itself. The streamlining of
to the budgeted estimate is expected the expenditure through the
to manifest despite the washout in Atmanirbhar
Bharat
capital expenditure spending during SwasthyaYojana, focused on the full
the months of the lockdown.
value chain of healthcare from priThe significant outlays that have mary through secondary to tertiary

care, can be expected to help increase
the productive impact of the
healthcare spending. The significant
increase in healthcare spending signals a key departure in the emphasis
placed on health and will benefit the
common man over the medium to longterm. The improvement in human development that this is likely to herald
should manifest in higher productivity of labour and thereby improvement
in the overall productivity.
Apart from the signal change in
healthcare, this year’s budget could
mark the start of the transformation of
the financial sector in India. Three key
initiatives stand out in this regard. First
is the setting up of a bad bank, where
the implementation will be done via a
private sector structure to enable decision-making that is critical for value
generation in stressed assets. Second,
is the proposed privatisation of two
public sector banks and an insurance
company withthe necessary legislative changes that would be made to
enable the same. Finally, the increase
in the threshold for FDI in insurance
from 49% to 75% with the necessary
safeguards.
Overall, the first budget of the decade has provided a significant
roadmap for the Indian economy to
not only return back to the pre-Covid
growth path but also accelerate
growth over the decade. Madam Finance Minister, You have delivered
what you promised… a budget for history to remember!
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AR foils cross border narcotics smuggling and Minister Rajen Inspects Colleges and
recovers brown sugar worth over rs 74 lakh
Schools In Imphal East And West
IT News
Moreh, Feb 2:

IT News
Imphal, Feb 2:

Acting on specific intelligence, Moreh Battalion of
Assam Rifles under the aegis
of IGAR(S) foiled a cross border smuggling attempt and recovered narcotics from
Chikkim Village in Moreh,
Manipur on 01 February.
In a swift and bold action,
the Assam Rifles troops
launched an operation in
Chikkim on 31 January. At
around 3 PM one of the long
range surveillance teams
spotted a women sneaking
past the Moreh Check Post
from across the border and
alerted the nearest column.
The column then identified
her trail on a jungle track and
intercepted her near Chikkim
village in Moreh.

Education Minister S. Rajen
Singh has visited colleges and
school in Impal West and Imphal
East today. As a part of the ongoing inspection visit to college
and schools Shri Rajen Singh
visited Manipur College,
Maharaj Budhachandra College, Modern College,
Porompat, Standard College,
Kongba, Ideal Girls’ College,
Akampat, Eastern Model Govt.
High School, Akampat, taday.
During his visit Minister inspected classrooms and
checked whetherclasses are
conducted following SOPs prescribed by the education department. At Manipur College, Shri
Rajen was joined by SpeakerY.
Khemchand. He instructed
school and college authorities
to properly maintain SOPs. Minister also checked Attendance
Registrar of the teaching and
non-teaching staffs. He warned
that irregular and absentee staffs
will be penalized accordingly.
He said that surprise visit to
schools and colleges will continue in order to ensure smooth
conduct of classes and regular
attendance of the staffs and students. Minister also appealed
the teachers, guardians, students and other civil
organisationsto cooperate with
the new initiative of the government on the reopening of edu-

drugs recovered is estimated
to be Rs 74.60 Lakh.
The women trafficker was
identified as Nemneilhing, a
resident of Matijang village in

Churachandpur district.
The recovered contraband
along with the trafficker were
handed over to Moreh Police
for further investigation.

Assam Rifles recovers illegally smuggled
footwear worth over Rs 12 Lakh

Pulse Polio
immunization drive

IT News
Imphal, Feb 2:
Acting on credible int e l li g e nc e , Te n g n ou p a l
Battalion Assam Rifles under the aegis of IGAR(S)
r e c ove r e d
il l eg a ll y
s m u g g le d f oo t w ea r i n
Te n gn ou p a l d i s t r i ct o f

On thorough frisking 373
grams of Brown Sugar concealed in 30 soap cases were
found on the drug trafficker.
The market price of the

Manipur yesterday.
Vigil troops of Assam
Rifles spotted few individuals skirting the Vehicle Check
Post at Tengnoupal with
head loads through a jungle
track. On following the trail,
troops of Assam Rifles found
nine packages abandoned in
the jungle.

After thorough inspection
of the package, a total of 350
pairs of illegally smuggled
shoes with assessed market
value worth Rs 12.64 Lakh were
recovered.
The recovered items have
been handed over to customs
department for further investigations.

IT News
Imphal, Feb 2:
Actively participating in the
three day National Pulse Polio
Programme 2021, Assam Rifles
under the aegis of IGAR (South)
conducted Polio Immunization
Drive at Sajik Tampak, Kakching,
Keithelmanbi, Mantripukhri,
Somsai, Shangshak and
Chassad of Manipur yesterday.

Career Guidance

Career Options for Girl students in different streams

By: Vijay GarG
Today, women and men are
walking hand-in-hand at every
sphere of life. They world no
longer have boundaries bordered
by four walls. The advent of modern technology along-with proper
education and communication
has given sufficient space to every woman to live her aspiration
and dreams like never before.
So, if you are one among
those women who want to pursue her dream and aspire to become the next corporate leader,
here’s your chance to do so. Here
we are presenting an exhaustive
list of career options that may suit
you according to your passion,
talent and skills:
Career as an Air Hostess
This is not only a glamorous
but also a promising career option that has popular among Indian women. If you love talking
to others and have good communication skills along-with a
charming personality, this profession is made for you. Being an
Air Hostess, you will be able to
visit different places and countries, enjoy living in hotels and
experience the joy of talking of
new people every single day.
Nevertheless, if you are looking
forward to work in this profession, be ready to work hard with
100% commitment, dedication
and courage.
Eligibility and Personality
traits
There are several institutes
in India that offer diploma and

short-term courses and training
to candidates. For Air Hostess
training, Air service carriers like
Air India and Indian Airlines recruit young girls between the age
of 19 to 25 with a minimum height
of 157.5cm. In the most of the institutes, the basic educational
qualification needed is 12th pass.
However, some institutes ask for
graduation degree as well.
Smart and confident girls
with pleasing and polite personality make it to the level in the
profession of Air Hostess. Alongwith these traits, the blend of excellent communication skills and
good sense of humour is also
demanded in this profession. Expertise in at-least one foreign language is preferred in this profession; however, it is not mandatory.
After successful completion
of Air Hostess, candidates can
find jobs in Public and Private
Airlines such as Air India, Indigo,
British Airways, etc.
Career prospect inAdvertising
Advertising has emerged as
one of the vibrant and glamorous field of profession, which
guarantees loads of fun and creativity on one hand and fame and
recognition on the other hand.
In this profession, you must be
able to build awareness about
what’s going around you, and
then engage target audience with
captivating Ads. The Advertising career demands all-round creativity, understanding of user
behaviour and branding skills.
Eligibility and Personality
Traits
The eligibility criteria for joining an Advertising course at
Bachelor’s level is 12th pass and
for PG level, you need to be a
Graduate in any discipline. There
are many institutes that offer
Advertising course at Undergraduate and Post Graduate levels. The best way to start a career in Advertising is by joining

an Ad Agency. Depending your
passion and skills, you can join
the creative or management department of any Ad agency.
To build a successful career
in Advertising, you need to very
good imaginative and visualization skills along-with a patient and
calm temperament. You should
also have the ability to work under pressure and tight deadlines
to progress in this field. Command over language, ability to
work with a team and organization skills are also needed to work
and excel in this profession.
After completing you study
in Advertising, you can find jobs
in Ad Agencies, Radio Channels,
Media Houses, E-Commerce
Stores, FMCG companies and PR
agencies. The popularity of Advertising in terms of product promotion and branding is increasing day-by-day, and organizations are continuously looking
for professionals from the field
of Client Servicing, Account
Management, Public Relations,
Sales Promotion, Art Direction
and Copy Writing.
Career in Fashion Designing
The rise in economic development and modern values has
impacted our lifestyles. Today,
everyone wants to carry a sophisticated lifestyle in terms of apparels, food, travel, education and relationship. Seeing this trend, Fashion Designing has emerged as the
hottest career option for some time
now. Every second person on earth
wants to dress in a glamorous and
attractive way, and due to this
fashion designers are now in huge
demand. Fashion has become an
integral part of everyone’s life in
this modern society. Therefore,
you are bound to grow and take
your career to new heights in this
profession.
Eligibility and Personality
Traits
The basic eligibility criteria
for doing a fashion designing

course from a reputed institute is
12th pass. There are two types
of courses that you can pursue
after 10+2, and they are Bachelors
in Fashion Technology and Bachelors in Fashion Designing. Depending upon your area of interest, you can pursue these
courses. The time duration of
these courses are 4 years.
To join this profession, you
should be highly imaginative
and must possess exceptional
visualization capabilities alongwith an artistic view point for
blending fabrics, colours and
style to weave the best masterpiece. Moreover, you should be
ready to face challenges and
competition in this field, and must
keep yourself updated with recent fashion trends and user’s
fashion taste.
If you are artistic and have
great fashion sense, then sky is
the limit for you in this profession. A skilful and talented fashion designer can find job in apparel companies, export houses
and raw material industry as a
stylist or designer. The best thing
about this profession is that you
can open your own fashion boutique after gaining few years of
work experience. Visual merchandizing, costume designing and
fashion writing are other career
options for a fashion designing
graduate.
Career in Journalism and
Mass Communication
The profession of journalism
and mass communication is challenging and adventurous and
more & more woman are joining
this profession as it promises job
satisfaction and fame on the
same hand. The rise of digital
media has made the scope of
mass communication and journalism even more broad where
job roles in the form of reporters,
copy writers, producers, anchors,
experts and columnists are in
high demand.
Eligibility and Personality

Traits
You need to have 12th pass
degree and an Undergraduate
degree to pursue Bachelors in
Mass Communication and Masters in Mass Communication
courses respectively. Some of
the colleges shortlist candidates
on the basis of entrance tests
while some of them select candidates on the basis of their academic records. Many institutes
also offer 1 year PG diploma
courses in Journalism and Mass
Communication.
To excel in this profession,
you need to have exceptional
written and verbal communication skills. Along-with this, you
should be carry a pleasant and
confident personality, and
should be able to face the camera with smartness. You reporting should be unbiased and you
must learn hold absolutely no
opinions based on political influence. In addition, mass communication candidates must be able
to take and air any story after
doing thorough and extensive
research on the respective topic.
Various Newspapers, News
agencies, Magazines, Web sites,
government and private TV channels employ journalist form reporting, editing and copy writing. Apart from this, international
papers and news channels offers
a large number of vacancies.
Opportunities are also available
in the Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting.
Mass Communication
Graduates can find employment
in various Newspapers, Magazines, News Agencies, News
Websites, Government and Private News Channels, and Radio
stations. Other than this, International news papers and news
channels offer a large number
of vacancies. The positions are
available for the profiles of reporting, editing, production,
anchoring, copy writing, script
writing and video shoots.

cational institutions in the state.
Rajen also appreciated the
school staffs, students, guardians, officials of the education
department for their willingness
and cooperation on the reopen-

ing of educational institutions.
Director, Education (U), Dr.
Rangitabali Waikhom, IAS,
Joint. Director, Ojit Singh and
others were also present during
the visit.

World Wetlands Day
Agency
New Delhi, Feb 2:
Today is World Wetlands
Day. The day is celebrated every
year on 2nd February to raise global awareness about the vital role
of wetlands for people and the
planet earth. This day also marks
the date of the adoption of the
Convention on Wetlands on 2
February 1971, in the Iranian city
of Ramsar on the shores of the
Caspian Sea.
The theme of this year’s
World Wetlands Day is Wetlands
and Water. The theme shines a
spotlight on wetlands as a source

of freshwater and encourages actions to restore them and stop
their loss. The 2021 campaign
highlights the contribution of
wetlands to the quantity and quality of freshwater on our planet.
On the occasion of World
Wetlands Day, Environment
Minister Prakash Javadekar said,
India is one of the few countries
in the world to have a wetland
inventory system wherein remote sensing techniques have
been used to map the wetlands.
He said, India has 42 sites designated as Wetlands of International Importance also known as
Ramsar Sites.

Contd. from Page 2

‘Made in India’ Toys.....

Finally, various market variables signify India’s enhanced
market suitability as a manufacturing destination. India offers
a vast skilled labour force at a
cheaper rate as compared to
competing manufacturing countries in the region. With 1.4 billion projected population by
2025, India will also soon become the single largest integrated market within one set of
national borders; a fact of immense importance to manufacturers looking to scale production and monetise quickly and
with ease.1
India’s domestic manufacturing potential
As domestic manufacturers
rushed to fulfil increased demand, allied sectors too were
jumpstarted to provide necessary raw materials and automation equipment. Thus, to support existing and new players in
the sector, state governments
have established, or are establishing, toys clusters with plug
and play facilities, easy raw materials and port access, and the
necessary testing labs.
In terms of exports,

Maharashtra is leading with 32.6
per cent of India’s toy export
share, followed by Uttar Pradesh
and Karnataka, with 19.3 and
13.6 per cent respectively. Other
emerging states in the sector include Tamil Nadu, Gujarat,
Telangana, and Andhra Pradesh.
These clusters will cater both to
traditional and modern toys,
with a near equal distribution of
resources and funds. Critically,
these state governments are offering up to 30 per cent in capital investment subsidy, a lucrative incentive for all producers.
The increasing focus on
digitising India holds promise for
the toys industry. An integrated
digital platform can increase
knowledge of and access to multiple indigenous toys clusters.
This increase in demand will support thousands of traditional
handicraft artisans on whom the
traditional toys industry rests.
Much like toys support early
childhood development, the toys
industry supports many economic aspects of the country.
This integrated approach to the
industry’s localisation can truly
manifest India’s atmanirbharta.
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Actual name is Samurailatpam Phulchandra Sharma which
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PM Modi says, Union Budget will bring United States threatens to reimpose sanctions
positive changes for individuals, industry, against Myanmar in view of military coup
investors and infrastructure sector
Agency
Washington DC, Feb 2:

Agency
New Delhi, Feb 2:

Welcoming the budget
JKNPP (Jammu Kashmir National Panthers Party) Spokesperson Gagan Partap Singh
said that “this is a balanced
budget, where the government
has given special focus on the
industrial, agriculture, health
and education sectors.”
Karnataka Chief Minister B
S Yediyurappa has regarded
the Union budget as a catalyst
that can revive the sluggish
economy. Speaking to the media persons in Bengaluru today, he said that the budget
will strengthen agriculture, infrastructure and industrial sectors. On the announcement of
14,778 crore rupees for
Bengaluru Metro project, he
said it is the biggest gift to
Karnataka. The state Industries minister Jagadish Shetter
described the budget as one
that will encourage MSME,
manufacturing sector and start
ups.The budget, he noted
gives ample scope for the doubling of farmers’ income.
In her reaction to the media, the executive chairperson
of BIOCON, Kiran Mazumdar
Shaw, said that it is a reassuring budget with no negative
surprises. She pointed out that
the budget has given top priority to healthcare and wellbeing. She also welcomed the
allocation of 35 thousand crore
rupees towards Covid vaccination. The Managing Director and CEO of Manipal Hospitals felt that the Union Finance Minister has accorded
special attention to the
healthcare sector, increasing
the overall outlay by over 135
percent over the last year.
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
Edappadi Palanisamy has welcomed the announcement of
the road infrastructure
projects for 3500 km in the

State. In a statement today, he
assured the cooperation of the
State Government in implementing the road schemes at a
cost of one lakh crore rupees.
He also expressed gratitude for
announcing upgradation of
fishing harbour at Chennai and
also for the Chennai Metro rail
project to be implemented at a
cost of 63 thousand 246 crore
rupees.
Palanisami appealed to the
Centre to release 50 percent of
the funds for the purpose. The
Chief Minister wanted two textile parks for Salem and Southern districts. He also thanked
the Centre for amending the
rules for scholarship for Adi
Dravida students as per his
request. Pointing out that the
share of revenue in the cess
for petrol and diesel has not
reached the States, he said that
the decrease in excise and increase in cess will affect the
revenue of the States.
The Chairperson of Space
Kids India, Dr. Srimathy Kesan
said that she was happy to
hear their project satellite will
be carried through PSLV C 51.
West Bengal Chief Minister and Trinamool Congress
chief Mamata Banerjee termed
the union budget as anti
farmer, anti people. Speaking
at a programme in North Bengal today she claimed that
farmers will be affected by the
increased cess on petrol and
diesel. She criticized the centre for disinvesting the PSUs.
Regarding the allocation of
25,000 crore rupees for the
roads and upgradation of the
existing Kolkata-Siliguri highway, Mamata said, the state
government has already made
roads in north Bengal and criticized the centre for neglecting
the new airport facilities built
in north Bengal.

Union Minister Dr Jitendra
Singh says, Budget in tune with
the Post-COVID India vision

National COVID19 recovery rate
reaches 97.05 pct

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has said that this budget will bring a lot of positive
changes in industry, investors
and infrastructure sectors.
Calling it historic, Mr Modi
said the vision of self reliance
can be seen in the budget. He
said the proactive budget,
which focused on health and
wellness will help all. Mr Modi
said, the budget will also generate employment opportunities for youth. The Prime Minister said several changes have
been made, which is set to help
growth and job creation in the
country. He said, this budget
has categorically made announcements to ease and
make the lives of women better.
Modi said the government
has taken the approach of widening new opportunities for
growth, new openings for
youth, a new high to human
resources, develop new regions for infrastructure, walking towards technology and
bring new reforms in this Budget. The Prime Minister said,
this budget focuses on sectors
that are related to both wealth
and wellness. A special focus
has also been on infrastructure and MSMEs. He said, the
budget for MSME has seen an
increase of more than double
compared to last year.
This budget is walking the
road of Aatma Nirbharta which
leads to the progress of every
Indian. Mr Modi said, this budget lays a foundation of the
decade. He said, this budget
emphasizes on increasing the
ease of living in the lives of
common people by simplifying
rules and procedures. The
government, while keeping in

sync with fiscal sustainability,
stressed on increasing the
budget size and did not put
pressure on the citizens. He
said the government has always tried to keep the budget
transparent.
Information and Broadcasting minister Prakash
Javadekar said this budget fulfils the aspirations of all sections of society. Niti Aayog
CEO Amitabh Kant hailed the
budget and termed it as a procommon man financial measure. He said no new provisions of taxation have been
included in this budget.
Welcoming the budget,
Health minister Dr Harsh
Vardhan said a lot of provision
has been made for the health
sector. Dr Vardhan said the
healthcare sector got a major
boost in the budget. Union
Minister Dharmendra Pradhan
has said that the Union Budget 2021-22 is a win-win for all
and will ensure the welfare of
every section of the society.
He said that the Budget of the
Atmanirbhar Bharat will act as
a provider, enabler and catalyst for a more resilient recovery and sustainable economic
growth. Mr. Pradhan said, the
Budget will strengthen the
‘Sankalp’ of nation-first by
delivering to every section of
society-farmers,
youth.
women, children,elderly and
labourers. He said the budget
is an expression of the faith of
130 crore Indians in our
country’s potential.
Union Minister of State for
Animal Husbandry, Dairying
and Fisheries and MSME,
Pratap Chandra Sarangi described the Budget as progressive. He said the budgetary focus on MSMEs, health
sector, agriculture and rural
development is commendable.

PIB
New Delhi, Feb 2:
In a series of media interviews
on the Union Budget, Union
Minister of State (Independent
Charge) Development of North
Eastern Region (DoNER), MoS
PMO, Personnel, Public Grievances, Pensions, Atomic Energy
and Space, Dr.Jitendra Singh described the Budget in tune with
the Post-COVID India vision. He
said, even though it is an economic document, the spirit of the
Budget presented today goes
beyond the realms of economics
to lay down the roadmap of Modi
- led India which is destined to
emerge as a frontline member in
the community of world nations.
Contrary to the misgivings
and propaganda by the
opposition,Dr.Jitendra Singh
said, the Budget presented has
silenced all the critics and left
them to criticize only for the sake
of criticism. He said, instead of
putting extra burden or liability
on the common man, as was being speculated by several commentators, Budget 2021-22 has
actually come as a relief for a nation struggling with the constraints of COVID pandemic.
The priorities laid down by
the Budget, said Dr.Jitendra
Singh, will also set the tone for

other countries of the world to
follow. For example, high priority
to the health sector is not only
unprecedented but will also give
India the self-confidence of being on its own and walking ahead
of others by venturing into great
initiatives like Corona Vaccine for
a nation led by a government that
realises the value of physical wellbeing, preventive health care and
wellness.
Referring to some of the
lesser known aspects of the
Budget, Dr.Jitendra Singh said,
it has brought cheer for every
section of society. On the one
hand, for the youngsters, while
the Tax holiday for Start-Ups has
been extended by one year, on the
other hand for the elder citizens,

filing of the Income Tax returns
has been exempted for pensioners above the age of 75 years.
The mention of a gas pipeline for Jammu & Kashmir and a
University for Ladakh,
Dr.Jitendra Singh said, indicates
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
concern for the two youngest
Union Territories of India. He
also acknowledged the relief
given for Tea Garden workers of
Assam in the Northeast and
West Bengal.
Living up to the objective of
“AtmaNirbhar Bharat” laid down
by Prime Minister Modi,
Dr.Jitendra Singh hailed the reference to the ISRO launch of
“Gaganyaan” scheduled for December this year.

Agency
New Delhi, Feb 2:
The national Covid19 recovery rate has touched 97.05
per cent, as 13 thousand 4
hundred 23 people were discharged in the last 24 hours.
In the same period 8 thousand
6 hundred 55 new COVID-19
cases have also been reported.
With this, total cases have
reached 1 crore 7 lakh 66 thousand 245.
The Health Ministry said,
till now 1 crore 4 lakh 48 thousand 406 people have been discharged. In the last 24 hours,
94 deaths were reported and
the death toll has reached 1
lakh 54 thousand 4 hundred
86. Active cases now stand at
1 lakh 63 thousand 353.
In a written reply in the
Rajya Sabha today, Minister of
State for Health and Family
Welfare Ministry, Ashwini
Kumar Choubey said, the subject expert committee of Central Drugs Standard Control
Organization, CDSCO noted
that the inactivated whole virion
corona virus has the potential
to target mutated corona virus
strains. CDSCO has granted
permission to manufacture of
Covid-19 vaccines in the country to Serum Institute of India
and Bharat Biotech International for restricted use in emergency situations.

The United States has
threatened to reimpose sanctions against Myanmar in view
of the seizure of power by the
military and detention of the
Aung San Suu Kyi and other
leaders of the civilian government. President Biden said that
it will necessitate an immediate
review of US sanction laws followed by appropriate action.
President Biden called the
developments in Myanmar as a
‘direct assault on the country’s
transition to democracy and the
rule of law’. He called upon the
international community to
press the Myanmar military to
immediately relinquish power
and release the activists and officials.

The UN Security Council is
due to meet on Tuesday amid
calls for strong global response
to the military action in
Myanmar. More than 24 hours
after her detention, the whereabouts of Aung San Suu Kyi
remains unknown, reports
Reuters. Earlier, the UN Secretary General had condemned the
arrest of civilian government
authorities in Myanmar.
In the meanwhile, the new
army regime has announced the
new cabinet with 11 ministers
while 24 deputy ministers were
removed from their posts.The
Tatmadaw said that it has reinstated all the judges of the Supreme Court and High Courts in
the region and states.
The Tatmadaw held the meeting of the National Defence and
Security Council of Myanmar on

Monday with the Army Chief
General Min Aung Hlaing and
acting President U Myint Swe
participating in it. The official
statement issued after the meeting, justified the take over of
power by the military claiming
that Nov. 8 elections were not free
and fair. It said that ‘upon
completion of the tasks in accord
with the provisions of the state
of emergency’, free and fair general elections will be held’ and duties of state will be handed over
to the winning party.
The National League for
Democracy (NLD) headed by
the deposed leader Aung San
Suu Kyi has issued a statement
on Tuesday denouncing the
coup. It has called for immediate release of detainees, recognition of 2020 election results
and starting of new parliament.

Shiv Sena leaders call on
farmers’ leaders
IT Correspondent
New Delhi, Feb 2:
Shiv Sena leaders including
party MPs Arvind Sawant and
Sanjay Raut called on Bharatiya
Kisan Union leader Rakesh Tikait
at Ghazipur (Delhi-Uttar Pradesh)
border and expressed solidarity
with agitating farmers on Tuesday.
“We spoke to Tikait sahib,
gave our message and expressed
solidarity. Govt should speak to
farmers in a proper way. Ego
would not help run the country”,
Raut told media persons at
Ghazipur border.
“The people will not pardon
us if we do not meet the agitating
farmers, when we are in Delhi. We
whole heartedly support the farmers and demand that the centre
comes out with an amicable solution to resolve the impasse. BJP is

repeatedly raising the issue of
farmers unfurling a flag from the
ramparts of Red Fort. However the
farmers are agitating for their own
cause and if they are satisfied, we
all will be satisfied. As such it is
wrong to label farmers as anti-nationals” he said.
He said that instead of creating road blocks to prevent farmers from entering Delhi, the Union
Government should have erected
barriers along the Indo-China
border to prevent infiltration.

In the meanwhile a video footage of tractor rally on Republic
Day being circulated on social
media shows that the protesters
hoisted a flag from an empty pole
mast. They neither took down the
Indian flag nor replaced it with a
flag of “Khalistan”. There are
several videos that confirm the
same. In the video below, the
tricolour can be seen atop
Lahore gate (entrance to the Red
Fort) as the protestor climbs the
empty flag post.

Rajya Sabha adjourned for day as
opposition parties protest demanding
immediate discussion over farm laws
Agency
New Delhi, Feb 2:
Rajya Sabha today had to
be adjourned for the day following three hour-long adjournments after opposition
parties demanded roll back of
the new farm laws. The members of the opposition parties
trooped into the well and
started sloganeering over the
issues of farmers’ protest.
They also demanded to start
a discussion on the farmers’
issues in the house.
Earlier, on the demands of
opposition parties, Rajya

Sabha Chairman M. Venkaiah
Naidu assured the members
that discussion will be held
tomorrow. He said, several
rounds of talks have already
taken place between the government and farmers and the
President has also referred to
the farmers’ agitations in his
address. He said, the House
will take up the discussion on
motion of thanks on the
President’s address tomorrow
and members can raise the issue of farmers during the discussion.
Opposition parties have
given notices for suspension

of business and demanded to
resolve the farmers’ issues.
Opposition parties including
Congress, DMK, Trinamool
Congress, Samajawadi Party,
RJD, Aam Adami Party among
others raised the issues of farmers’ protest and demanded to
start a discussion on it on an
urgent basis. Opposition parties said that it is a matter of
national importance and the
government should discuss
this issue at the earliest. When
the opposition parties’ demand was not accepted, they
staged a walk out from the Upper House.
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